Aquarius
Zodiac
Blackwork
A free blackwork design by Jan Eaton for Tom
Pudding Designs - please note that this design
was originally available in 2001 as a chart
pack in the Signs of the Times Collection.
The chart covers 3 pages and the grid on the
chart pages overlaps by two squares.
The overlap is indicated by a light grey tint on
the chart.
Design size 82w x 150h.

Fabric
The original model of Aquarius Zodiac Blackwork was stitched on 28 count Charles Craft
Monaco evenweave fabric in ivory using DMC Stranded Cotton colour 3031, very dark mocha brown
- this design can also be stitched over two threads on 28 count white, antique white or cream
evenweave fabric or linen using one of the thread colours suggested below. When buying your fabric,
allow at least 10cm (4in) all round the design for mounting and framing.
Design Size
82w x 150h
Threads
You will need 3 skeins of DMC Stranded Cotton to complete the design. Here are some
suggestions for thread colours: 310 black, 3799 very dark pewter grey, 939 very dark navy blue, 3750
very dark antique blue, 890 ultra dark pistachio green, 814 dark garnet, 934 black avocado green,
3371 black brown
You will also need a size 26 tapestry needle for working the embroidery, a sewing needle and tacking
thread in a dark colour.
Working the embroidery:
Modern blackwork designs are usually worked in back stitch using two thread weights. In this design,
the heavy lines are worked with two strands of thread and the fine lines with one strand. All the cross
stitch details are worked with two strands of thread.
Some stitchers may prefer to work the lines using traditional Holbein stitch (also known as
double running stitch) instead of back stitch and we have included diagrams of both stitches.
Holbein stitch creates a slightly flatter, softer line than back stitch and uses less thread. The thread
amount quoted above will be sufficient whichever stitch you use to work the lines.
1 Work a horizontal and vertical row of tacking stitches across the fabric to mark the centre.
2 Beginning at the centre of both fabric and chart, work the design in back stitch using two strands of
thread in the tapestry needle to work the heavy lines (indicated in black on the chart) and one strand
of thread to work the fine lines (indicated in red on the chart). Each back stitch
is worked over two threads on evenweave fabric or linen.
3 Each cross symbol (+) on the chart represents one complete cross stitch worked over two threads of
evenweave fabric or linen.
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